Annotation of Mouth Activities with iLex
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C01

cheeks puffed

(static)

C02

cheeks and upper and
lower lip areas puffed

(static)

C03

cheeks puffed gradually

(dynamic)

C04(C)

one cheek puffed

(static)

C05(C)

one cheek puffed; blow
out air briefly at corner
of one‘s mouth

(dynamic)

one cheek puffed; blow
out air briefly at corner
of one’s mouth when
touching cheek with
index finger
cheeks sucked in,
without sucking in air

(dynamic)

cheeks sucked in,
sucking in air through
slightly open lips
tongue pushed into
cheek (visible from
outside)
tongue pushed into
cheek several times
(visible from outside)
one cheek puffed;
blow out air briefly at
corner of one‘s mouth
several times
lips closed, tongue
pushed behind bottom
lip/chin (visible from
outside)
cheeks slightly sucked
in, lower jaw pulled
down, lips closed; air
pressed towards lips
(but lips remains closed)
several times
lips open and stretched,
teeth closed and visible
approximate mouth
picture: s
upper teeth on lower lip
approximate mouth
picture: f
mouth slightly open;
close mouth with upper
teeth on lower lip
approximate mouth
picture: Ef
mouth wide open; close
mouth with upper teeth
onto lower lip
approximate mouth
picture: af
lips slightly open, clatter
teeth

(dynamic)

clattering teeth with
raised upper lip (upper
teeth visible)
mouth wide open; close
mouth with lips not
visible („biting“)
approximate mouth
picture: am
mouth wide open; close
mouth with lips
stretched and teeth
visible (“biting”)
upper teeth on lower lip;
open mouth; closing
movement to slightly
open mouth with tongue
behind upper teeth
approximate mouth
picture: fan
lower jaw moves right
and left several times,
mouth remains closed

(dynamic)

lower jaw moves up and
down several times
(chewing movement),
mouth remains closed
mouth open, lower jaw
moves forward, teeth
visible
mouth open, lower jaw
moves up and down
(“gagaga” articulation at
the pharynx)
approximate mouth
picture: gagaga
mouth open, tip of
tongue touches upper
lip
approximate mouth
picture: l
lips slightly open; tip of
tongue protruding

(dynamic)

mouth slightly open, tip
of tongue (briefly)
touches upper lip
several times
mouth close; open
mouth briefly to stick out
tongue briefly

(dynamic)

open mouth, tongue
touches lower lip
approximate mouth
picture: E
mouth open, tongue
protrudes briefly several
times
mouth open, tongue on
upper lip; move tongue
to “normal/neutral”
position; repeated
several times
approximate mouth
picture: lalala
mouth open; tongue
moves to upper lip;
mouth closes slightly,
teeth visible and
touching, lips apart;
repeated several times
approximate mouth
picture: alsalsals
mouth wide open;
tongue moves to the
upper lip (optional to
one corner of the
mouth); mouth closes
slightly, teeth visible and
touching, lips apart
approximate mouth
picture: als
open mouth, tongue on
upper lip; move tongue
to “normal/neutral”
position; close mouth
with upper teeth on
lower lip
approximate mouth
picture: lEf
mouth open, tongue on
upper lip; move tongue
to “normal/neutral”
position, mouth more
open; close mouth with
upper teeth on lower lip
approximate mouth
picture: laf
tip of tongue touches
one corner of the mouth
mouth slightly open, tip
of tongue behind lower
teeth, rest of tongue
pushed forward
mouth slightly open, tip
of tongue protruding and
moves fast left and right
mouth open, tongue
makes horizontal
circular movement
lips pursed with tip of
tongue protruding

(static)

mouth open, tongue
protrudes briefly

(dynamic)

C06(C)

C07
C08

C09(C)

C10(C)

C11(C)

C12

C13

D01

D02

D03

D04

D05
D06

D07

D08

D09

J01

J02

J03

J04

T01

T02
T03

T04

T05

T06

T07

T08

T09(C)

T10

T11

T12(C)
T13

T14

T15

T16
T17

1 sign uttered w/ mouth activity = 1 token tag + 1 mouth tag!
• Mouthing can stretch over several signs!
• Mouthing is more than co-occurrence

Type Hierarchy with meanings and mouth
activities
DA1-$SAM


DA1

da

ANKOMMEN

an

L01

lips puckered, air
escapes through small
opening, teeth closed
approximate mouth
picture: S
lips vibrate continuously

(static)

L02
L03

lips vibrate briefly

(dynamic)

L04

lips pursed

(static)

L05

lips rounded and open
(open “o”)
approximate mouth
picture: O
lips rounded, tense and
slightly open (closed “o”)
approximate mouth
picture: o
mouth wide open
approximate mouth
picture: a
lips closed and tense,
cheeks puffed slightly;
open mouth widely; close
mouth with lips not visible
approximate mouth
picture: bO:m
lips closed and tense;
open mouth; close mouth
with lips not visible
(tense)
approximate mouth
picture: bEm
lips closed and tense,
cheeks puffed slightly;
open mouth
approximate mouth
picture: bO
lips closed; open mouth
with tongue stretched
(tongue touches lower
lip)
approximate mouth
picture: bE:
lips closed; open mouth
slightly
approximate mouth
picture: be:
lips closed; open mouth
slightly with lips stretched
and teeth visible and
almost closed
approximate mouth
picture: bi:
lips closed and tense; lips
puckered forward with
small opening through
which air is pushed, teeth
onto each other
approximate mouth
picture: pS
lips closed and tense;
open mouth with lips
stretched and teeth
closed
approximate mouth
picture: ps
lips closed and tense;
open mouth with upper
teeth on lower lip, with
sudden release of air
approximate mouth
picture: pf
lips closed and tense;
suddenly blow out air
briefly through small
opening once
approximate mouth
picture: p
lips closed and tense;
suddenly blow out air
briefly through small
opening, several times
approximate mouth
picture: p p p
blow out air continuously
through rounded lips,
cheeks not puffed

(static)

L20

blow out air continuously
through rounded lips,
cheeks puffed

(dynamic)

L21

blow out air briefly
through rounded lips,
cheeks not puffed

(static)

L22

blow out air briefly
through rounded lips,
cheeks puffed

(dynamic)

L23

lips closed and not
visible, without teaking in
breathlips closed and not
visible, without teaking in
breath
quickly drawing; lips
closed and not visible
open and close mouth
several times quickly; lips
not visible
one side of upper lip
raised

(static)

mouth slightly open;
tongue moves to the
upper lip; close mouth
with lips closed and not
visible
approximate mouth
picture: Elm
tongue on upper lip;
close mouth with lips
closed and not visible
approximate mouth
picture: lm / lEm
lips closed and not
visible, corners of mouth
curved down
lips pursed, curved down

(dynamic)

lips closed, corners of the
mouth curved down
slightly open mouth; blow
out air through slightly
open lips which vibrate at
the beginning
mouth slightly open;
close mouth and
articulate “sh”, but with
teeth visible
approximate mouth
picture: ES
lips closed and stretched
strongly

(static)

blow out air through
slightly open lips

(static)

L06

L07

(static)

DA1'hd:2

da

(static)

arrive, arrival

L08

present, exists

L09

(dynamic)

(dynamic)

da

da

da

da

ank

Ankunft

L10
(static)

L11

(dynamic)

(static)

L12

How can mouth activities be annotated in iLex?!
L13

(static)

(dynamic)

Standard Orthography:
mensch

L14

(dynamic)

(dynamic)

(dynamic)

Pronunciation Database

SAMPA:
mEnS

“Pseudo Mouthing”

ViSiCast Mouth Gesture
Codes

L15

L16

(dynamic)
L17

(dynamic)

IPA:
mɛnʃ

L18

(dynamic)
L19

(static)

(dynamic)

(static)

(static)

(dynamic)

(dynamic)

(dynamic)

(dynamic)

The mapping from standard orthography:!
• Uses a pronunciation database (BOMP from University of Bonn)!
• Deals with compounding!
• Deals with abbreviated mouthings

ViSiCAST mouth gesture codes!
• See the lists on both sides of the poster!
• The idea is to capture the whole gestalt of a gesture in one code, i.e. most codes describe dynamic events!
• Code consists of one letter for the main articulator plus an arbitrary number!
• C: Cheeks!
• D: Teeth!
• J: Jaw!
• T: Tongue!
• L: Lips!
• Nonsymmetrical gestures have a “c” appended to the code if the activity takes place on “the other” side!
• Too many codes to remember, “expert system” available to guide you through the decision process which
code applies by asking simple questions step by step.!
• Other text-based coding systems may be used in iLex, mixed with mouthing when enclosed in square
brackets, or on separate tiers. (In order to drive the avatar from that, some mapping would be needed.)

L24
L25

L26(C)

L27

L28

L29

L30
L31
L32

Binary Feature Coding!
(dynamic)

(dynamic)

(dynamic)

iLex implements a new tier kind that allows to check those features (from a vocabulary assigned to the tier)
that apply to the given time interval. Any combination of checks leads to one single tag. This approach can be
used for any feature-based analysis, lending itself esp. to detailed phonetic analysis.!
The example shows the Bergman/Wallin (2001) full feature set for coding mouthing in Swedish Sign
Language.!
In the transcript view, the binary feature value is shown as the comma-separated list of all codes that have
been checked – unless you use a converter as shown in the example. /BILABIAL/ in the reduced set
corresponds to <energy> from the full set. That way, you can enter the detailed set and decide whether you
want the detailed or the reduced set displayed.

L33

L34
L35

(dynamic)

(static)

(static)

(dynamic)

(dynamic)

(dynamic)

(dynamic)

(dynamic)

(dynamic)

(dynamic)

(dynamic)

(dynamic)

(dynamic)

(dynamic)

(static)

(dynamic)
(dynamic)

(static)

(dynamic)

(static)

(static)

(dynamic)

(dynamic)

(static)

1 sign uttered w/o mouth activity = 1 token tag + 1 mouth tag?!
(static)
(static)

(dynamic)

(dynamic)

(static)

• The usual problem with annotation of optional data also applies to mouth activities: Does no tag mean
there isn’t any, or is this aspect not yet annotated? While filling in a ∅ tag also takes time, it allows to
search for signs uttered without any mouth activity.!
• Otherwise, you would need to make assumptions if a tag would be there if there were a mouth activity
(as there are mouth tags nearby in the transcript). Also from a quality assurance point of view, “null tags”
often make sense, e.g. to analyse the bordercases between “nothing” and “something” (cf. <energy> in
Bergman/Wallin vs. <>).
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